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**MODEL L2207  KEYBOARD**

**83 KEY VT100**

---

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- Low-Profile Solid-State Switches
- Durable 2-Shot Molded Keytops
- N-Key Rollover
- 5 VDC Operation
- Rigid Frame Mounting
- 5 Year Switch Warranty
- Sculptured Keytops
- Off-The-Shelf Availability
- TTL Level Serial Input/Output (300 Baud)

**OPTIONAL FEATURES**
- 9 Additional Keys
- Parallel Data Output
- Card-Edge or Header Connector
- Minimum Interface

---

**DESCRIPTION:**

The Model L2207 offers the popular key layout for a detachable, serial interface terminal keyboard. An on-board microcomputer provides features not found on any other keyboard. The simple four-wire serial port provides four modes of key data and allows the terminal to actuate the LED indicators and an audible device which beeps or clicks as instructed.

Key Tronic sales representatives are located worldwide to assist you with your unique keyboard requirements. They have pricing, delivery, and part number information on all of our standard designs, and can also work with you to specify a low-cost custom keyboard if required.